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ABSTRACT 

From speciiic heat d.lt .. It \.1..1.' '" c'lud\' , t'1:" t!1l! no" 111.11 
trivalent rare earth met.'lls have .J ( .,ily of "tales at tue 
."ermi surface of 1. 5 to 2. 5 sUt, !, ".' atom, intl!rpI'ct.. tion 
oi the Hail coefficient data on till' I,;.S,:< of a tWO band model 
sl.,~ges ts that the number of hlliL',> J, ':1" (is .);. " varies from 
0,001 to 0. 040. For those ra r,' ".".".' whle" I. :,\'e n''t;allve 
H~.ll coefficients the denstly oj sU; " ,I')UI d ,(} be directly 
;l(oportional to the number o j hoi<.!> ,,, dw r". ";lil'l. The band 
structures of these metals IS 11.1\'1 ~I i I) ('om ".i of a nearly 
filled 6s band wh~ch overlaps .1 ~.,II, I If, ('On;,,,"I Il'.' slightly 
more than one electron. The 41' ekc' ;. I.S :11'( ). ' (l ,il t to occupy 
discrete energy levels or vl' ry na .T' II .. nl'- l!i ,(' 1'011 bands, ,"rom 
these analyses Hall coefficlelit" we (, I)l'{:tii, IL , lu I' terblulll, 
holmium and scandium j'rom II)l' iO,· ,\" n elecll'vl; IC specific 
heat constants , 

The band structures uf c, r i, ,d , "U!'opil1m :lnd y\ll'rbiull1 
arc different from the norm.1 I" II , • • rlll n)( l;"", y-Ce ha" 
band structul'e nearly like thli,~1 lIf "e norma l llH'tals. ex-
cep t that the one-electron 41 hawl ll('s justl 'l'low tile Fermi 
level (0.076 eV below) . This low lVll1 1 ~ i);t nci l·xpl.tins several 
unusual properties of y-Cc, a- Cc has tliree overlapping bands, 
the 6s, 5d and the narrow one-elec t ron 4f band, The 6s band 
contains about two electrons, the 5rl about 1 2/3 electrons 
and the 4f about 1/3 electron, This model accounts for the 
unusually high electronic specifIc Ll';tl cons tant. Europium 

• Contribution No. 1461. WOl'k wa" ,le dol'mcd in the Ames Labo
ratory of the U. S. AtomiC Energy COnlm,ss lOn, 
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and ytterbium appear to have a 6s band rl'l,nt:1ini n!; ;.:·:'.:t 1. 5 
electrons) which overlaps the 5d band ( .. ",,!:lining a!:':_: 0, 5 
electron), A yinual 4f bound state mo,\I·1 \\'hich ha,- :··,·<'n 
proposed for cC'rium and ytterbium dol':: liCIt :lppea:' :: '~e ap 
plicable to ,'-Ce and ytterbium, but may I ... valid fo;' ,:-Ce. 

1. INTRV-UCTION 

A number of the physical propcrtil's fron~ '. ·· .. :h we can 
ol.lt1in both direct and indirect infol'lll,t t ion cC~.:' :"'ing the 
band structures of mctals, have been 1l1 1':1<;urc,.' :::. most of 
the rare earth metals. It was thnw;l!I tll;ll 't ' ..... ' be deSir -
able to rcvic'.': and e.· .• ", inc these d .. l!.' .i".: oJ. .: ::2 them 
togethe r , For this purpose the '.'(,I·Y 1: 11'.' :1nd :: :::: ~empera-
ture 1, .tt C"l" e ili,s, n ,11 ..:o'f1i,;, ;:1 . . :, . . ,:. ' 5~c:pti~)il-

ities, "jJ<'l!lral data :U\d , 'i t ' · l'h.:tl , , , '. ~ .. :., 

and some of their alloys \"(:1 ' ''' exam l l!"" . 

2. MAGNETIC ME.'.SUREl\lENTS 

The magnetic susceptibility mC;I~;lIt'omen'~ :: (he rare 
earth metals indicate directly the nllillher of ~: '·.:,cirons a 
padicular element may have , By sul)t I'acting :_':' number 
of 4f electrons from the number of ekdl'ons ll .. :..::'.de of the 
xenon rare gas core, one arr ives at tltl' numb( :' :: electrons 
available for bonding, i. e . the n1..lI11I)('1' uf \'alc '.::· electrons . 
Examination of the magnetic sus cop ttl Ii I i ty da ,_'. .': the rare 
earth metals, as summarized by Ar:lJs ;1Ilc! C::', ,~ [1 ] and 
Gschneiclner [2], shows that all of tlte rare f.:.:':> metals 
are lrivalent, except for curopium :ll1d yUerL _" ~·.vhich are 
divalent), and possibly cerium and S:lllIll'iUJ;- ~. critical 
analysis of the magnetic behavior and .Jlher ':·:',:d·ties (me
tallic radii, diffuse neutron scatterillf: \ .llues .:. ',: Hall co-

, efficients) of the cerium allotropes by C~chn( .. '. '.,'1' and 
Smoluchowski [3] led them to cOl1clud.' thai :.L,,: ·.:.i.lence for 
both the normal face-centered cubit' (,,'1'1\111' h, ,:."d hexa-
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gonal cerium (,3) is 3. 05. For the collapsed face- centered 
cubic cerium (Q) they found that the valence varies from 3. 54 
to 3. 67 depending on the pressure and temrl'l'ature. The room 
temperature magnetic susceptibility for samarium is in rea
sonable agreement with a 4f~ 5d 1 6s2 configuration (where 
the 5d and 6s electrons are the valence electrons), but the 
behaviors at both low and high temperatures carulOt be ex
plained by any simple model. r 1, 4, 5, 6] 

It should be noted ~hat recent positron annihilation studies 
by Gustafson and l\Iackintosh [7] also confirm the trivalency 
of normal cerium (y) and gadolinium, and the divalen<.:y of 
ytterbium. 

3. V}~RY LOW TE),lP£RAIURE SPECIFIC HEAT D \'TA 

The "pecific !1n3,t )! :' ::1·,:>1.:11 in general is giyf.' -

where C p is the heat capacity at constant pressure:. ,~ub

script v designates the heat capacity at constant volu , ':', the 
superscript I refers to the lattice, e the electronic, 11 the 
nuclear and m the magnetic contributions to the specific heat 

T ABLE I. Electronic Specific Heat Constants [91 

y x 10' y x 10' 
R:u'e Earth (cal/g-at.~ Rare Earth (cal/g-at. deg! ) 

La 24. 1 Tb 21.6 
a-Ce 138' (50.2)b Dy 22.1 
)'-, ;3-Ce 17.3 (25.1)b Ho 62 
Pr 52.3 Er 31 
Nd 21.3(53 .7)< Tm 47,1 (42. 9)d 
Pm 24 Yb 6.93 
Sm 25.3 Lu 24.4 
Eu 13, 8:!:2.4 b Sc 25.8 
Cd 24' Y 24.1 

a. This paper. see text concerning Q-Ce (Section 7.2). 
b. ,' .::"!' L0 .... :-.:!s~:c.a, [10) . d. After Lounasmaa, (12) . 
c, Ailer Lounasmaa. [1 1). e . Estimated value. 
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and Cd is the dilation ter 111 or the difference behveen C p and 
C v Cd can be neglected for all the rare ea, th metals at 
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rig. 1. Density of states values for the rare earth metals 
assuJlling that Eqn. (3) is correct and the linear contribution 
to the low temperature specific heat is representative of the 
electronic specific heat. 

temperatures below lOOoK, and, therefore, we can drop all 
subscripts in Eqn. (1). Of the terms in Eqn. (1), C e is of 
prime importance here since it is directly proportional to 
the del ity of states of the electrons at the Fermi surface. 
The electronic contribution to the specific heat is given by 

(2) 

''''hSl:_' T is the absolute temperature and y is the electronic 
SJ~n IJ ;1' iie8.L ,:1)'1::' tant. 1 he electronic specific heat con-
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stant is related to ~}le density of states, N(E), for free elec
trons occupying a parabolic band by 

(3) 

where k is Boltzman'1 's cQnstan t. Stoner r 8] has shown that 
Eqn. (3) is reasonably Y' lid for any band form , except where 
the density of states'. s rapidly 'vUh a small change in 
energy. The y valm all of the elements have r ecently 
been summarized by "eidner r 9] and are shown in Table 
I for the rare 1?'1rth ' s . Also included in Table I are 
some of the more rec .l lu es puhlished by Lounasmaa [10, 
11, 12] ,-"hirh differ cunsiclerdbly with the values listed by 
Gschneidner. [9J EX1.mination of the y \.lues indicates a 
cons iclerable variatiun as one proceeds along this series of 
el':'l.J<'llt.-;. ,:ven if the \ aluEs of (i- Ce, Eu and \'b are excluded 
becau sl~ they are not tri\-alent metals . The corre!>ponding 
del1sity of states \'<1lues are shown in Fig. 1, assuming Eqn. 
(3) is valid . Since the outer electrons of these trivalent metals 
are presumably the 6s 2 and 5d 1

, one would e:·:pect the density 
of states of these two bands to remain essentially constant 
for all the rare earth metals , as indicated by the horizontal 
dashed line in Fig. 1. If this is correct then the variation 
in the density of states must be due to the 4f electrons, which 
implies a broad 4f band which contains a number of peaks 
and valleys. (Fig. 1) The a'pplication of the rigid band model 
to the 4f transition metals would be expected to be valid in 
view of the success of this model for the d trans ition metals . 
[13,14]. This means we could take the appropriate amounts 
of the hvo end-members, lanthanum and lutetium (ignoring 
crystal structure diffc J ences), and generate any of the other 
rare earth metals, e . g. a 13: 1 atomic mixture of a La-Lu 
alloy (02 . 8 a/o La) would bequivalent to cerium, with one 
unpaired 4f electron, a magnetic susceptibility of about 2. 4 x 
10- 3 emu/g-at. and a y value of the order of 20 cal/g-at. 
deg2

• The low temperature data of Anderson, et al. r 15] 
for some La-Lu alloys indicate absence of any appreciable 
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mao-netic moment and the presence of superconductivity (which 
excludes the presence of unpaired 4f electrons [16]) in alloys 
contlining as much as 45 a/o Lu . These results and also 
other measurements made on different rare earth-rare earth 
alloys do not suggest a common band for the 4f electrons. 

Perhaps the assumption that the y values given in Table 
I are repr esenta,tive of the electronic contribution to the spec
ific heat is not correcl In order to deal with this possibility 
we shall examine the various contributions to the specific 
heat. The lattice contribution to the specific heat at low tem
pcratures has a T dependence, the nuclear T -

2 clependence* 
,lnd the magnetic contribution can ha\'e either a T3 depen
dence for an ?,ntlferromagnetic material or a T

3
/

2 
dependence 

fo r :J. ferromagnetic Sli~);:,~nce . Re\\'l'ilLlg Eqn. (1) as 

( 4) 

,;':here D = 0 fo:- a [0'1""" ,"'netic material. E.=. 0 for an an ti
fcrromagnet ic substance, and D = E = 0 for a paramagnetic 
material. Of these contribulions both the lattice and nuclear 
terms r es t on sound theoretical grounds, but the magnetic 
contributions for these rare earth metals in view of their 
complex magnetic structures and possible Stark splitting of 
the around states rest on very shaky ground . If the tempera
lure'" dependence of one of four components of Eqn. (4) is in
correctly known, then the coefficients of the other terms will 
be incol'l'ec t. In view of the uncertainty of the magnetic con
tribution to the specific heats it would appear that the y values 
u\)taine:d from the low temperature specific heat data of the 
magnetic rare earth metals are unreliable. Since tl'i\'alent 
lanthanum, lutetium, scandium and yttrium and divalent 
ytterbium are weakly paramagnetic, [2] Eqn. (4) reduces to 

C p - Cv = yT + BT3 

• In som, i:lstances higher order terms. such as T- 3, T- 4 . etc., 
~ r., j":\ ;'11800 t t" i.. ~lt...! ded. 

(5) 
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for these metals and one would e)o,:pect the y values for these 
five metals to be quite reliable. Indeed the mean value of y 
for the four trivalent metals is 24. 8 x 10- 4, with a range 
from 24. 1 x 10 -4 to 25. 8 x 10- 4 cal/g-at. deg2

• 

Although this method for determining the density of states 
of the rare earth metals which have unpaired 4f electrons is 
not valid, there is, however, adother method by which we 
can calculate the electronic specific heat constant (and thus 
the density of s'.ates) for these metals . This technique is 
described below. 

4. nGO~l T £MPERA'l'URE SPECIFIC LENl DATA 

At room tempe i'atl.lre C~ contribution to the spec ific 
he'll i:3 l'!C .li.;ible s il' ce i t ~as 3. y- 2 dependence. C ~ con-
: .. 'i;)I"... ...:: 'ittle or !:_,t:i':; t'J t!":p specific heat at room 
tl:lliUC'l :tUl'e since these 11'.o2i.a1s . except gadolinium, are para
,:l,;nd:'" . Thus the r oom tern )erature specific heat is given 
by 

(6) 

where the new term C~ is the specific heat at constant volume 
due to the thermal excitation of 4f electrons from the ground 
state to the next higher le\'el (s) of the 4f multiple t. The spec 
ific heat due to this contribution is given by 

C~ = N ddT [0 (2J + 1) EJe -EJ/kT /"6 (2J + l)e -EJ/ kT1 (7) 
J J 

where N is )lo\'ogadro's number, J the total angular momentum 
qual'tull1 number, EJ the energy levels of the multiplet, and 
k, Boltzmann 's constant. For most of the natural occuring 
rare earth t'.etals the C~ contribution at 3000 K is zero and 
can be ignored. But for cerium, praseodymium, neodymium, 
samarium and terbium the C~ contribution at 300 0 K is not 
zero and must be included in our analysis . The C~ contribu-
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ti '" 1 f" les e five III 1.ls was crtlculated by using Eqn. \'1) and 
W;(·. f!l\nd to be 0.01 cal/g-at. ' .. for cerium praseody-
IHlilin and terbium, 0.0 2 for n )i um and 0. 46 for sama -
1'IUIII. 

TABLE II. Coefficients ( 
'.'lJ itllll l'S and Compres~ibilitief 

i mal E':~" s ion, Atomic 
·d to Cal,.Il: .. te C [9] 

C ) fficien t 
11,11'(, of ", lnsion 

Edl III _~_ Q: " lr~ (0C;- I) 

i' ( • (> 8. 5 
fll G. 79 
Nil 9.98 ,. 
' 111 10. ,1 
" 1.11 .- ~ 1 , ... :"- . 
( ;" Q . ~o 

'f'l, 
J. J . 3 

lly 10 . 0 
11,1 10.7 
1-:1' 12. 3 
'1' 111 13.3 

Atomic 
Volun::e 
~m: IY -1 t 

20. 69 
20. ~' 2 

20. 59 
1 D. S 5 
23. &3 
19. 94 
19.26 
18.99 
18.75 
18.46 
18. 13 

The dilat ion term is g'iven by 

Cd == 9Q
2 

TV 
13 

Compres. :bility 
,3 x 107 

((,t'1 2 /.~ 

·0.97 
32.0 8 
30. 02 
33.36 
G6. 63 
25. 59 
24. 6 
25. 52 
24.72 
23 . 88 
24.71 

( 8) 

wlll'l'(' 0 is the l' ff' , 
J lnear coe lClent of thermal expansion V t1 

.It, '"til' \'olume and 13 the isothermal compressibility. ' The 
\',',\111( ':' t)~ 0, V and t3 which were used in Eqn. (8) to calculat. 
C :11'" 115 tc in Table II. 

1:1'<1111 the Debye theory of the lattice specific heat we 
11: 1 \'(' I hI' fo llowing express ion for C; 

C~ = 3R [K(Y) - yK '(y) J (9) 

wlln,' n is the gas cons tant, y = e / T (8 is the Debye temper-

[9] 
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d K (y) is given by 

K (y) = ~ f Y y3 dy 
y 0 eL l 

(10) 

'j., '-LE III. Debye Tempera tures Used to Calculate C~ 

------------

Debye Temperature a 

Rare Earth 

'Y- Ce 
Pr 
::.rd 
8m 
Eu 
Gd 
'Ib 
Dy 
Ho 
Er 
Tm 

(OK) 

138 
138 
148 
148 
121b 
155 
158 
158 
161 
163 
167 

a. Based on specific heat data taken from about 15° to 
300°K. 

b . Calculated by ref. [9] [:om Lindemann equation. 

The integral in Eqn. (10) has been solved, and tables of C! 
\'s e IT may be found in a number of sources* (of these, we 
have used the tables of Lewis et al . [l6a] to determine C! 
a t 300 C K). The Debye tempera ture used to calculate C! a re 
lis ted in Table III. 

After these three contributions to specific heat were cal 
culated , they were added togethe r and subtracted from Cp to 
give C; . The values for the various contributions to the 
specific heat are summarized in Tab le IV along with the re
sultant C; term and the e l ectronic specific heat constant, y . 

• Some of these sources are listed in the compilat ion by Gschneidner, [9]. 
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TABLE IV. The Calculated C!, C~ and Cd and Contri 
butions to the Specific Heat, the :'leasure Cp Values and 

e ' Resultant Cv and}' Values (all values in cal/g-at. deg. units, 
except for), values which are in call g-a t. deg.2 units) 

Ibrt~ Luth e; e! e' ep 

.,.-Cc 5. 1::£18 0.010 0.023 S ~ - • . " 
Pr 5. df·8 0.010 0. 019 6. ';51:1 
:\d S. BE9 0. 020 0.043 ~ . 55 ' 
Sm ~. ~£9 G. ';;0 0.039 f . 80 ' 
Eu 5. ~13 O. ~O2 tI, ";Ob 

Gd ~. :':2 0.019 r..561' 
10 5. S-;g 0.010 O. OS l f . 812' 
Dy S. 8~3 O. C";5 C. 577-
Ho 5.015 (1.055 6. 49S' 
Er 5. di:; O. 0~3 6. ;16' 
Tm 5. 3ES C. co2 6. HOb 

a .. ".'ter SJ-('d:!!~. ;'\!c!o: e-·.)'.l,";'l 3-d ['In:ie . r 17). 
b. :·. :tt2r B ... :''';. Sr'-·r..!·;;~ .:. .. ~ 1.' •. -.e. : IB}. 
C, :\1(('- I)·;.n:s·,n. ! 19' , 

e: yx 10' 

O. 539 18.0 
O. 523 1~. 4 
O. flE 20. S 
0.1'26 27.5 
0.265 8.83 
0."0 22.0 
O. b~2 29. 1 
C •• 53 21. 8 
C. >2 13.9 
i), j-2 25. j 

O. 512 1;. 1 

d. ~;'l\~~~;:tO;i~ s.;: tl~;~'a\;':~;~e~ ~\~.:~~~~~~l~ .. ~.~~:~ ~~.~;~;.~ ~~~d Cp 

:31' 1-1:'.1.: r~n', (l~". &. ' ~". \1-; . j!' ::IO:K: .. ~·.p·\o, ~", .'. 

l'. ~',.~~. ';~."" ,_ •.. ~ ~~ =''t"~::::.i i£.13,r:d G:"!:"f!. ~~~.,\.I-.~:" " . ~ 

f. .-\Itp:" ( ro;;;t'-I;t ~\ <u., \ 2: , 

~: _~!"~~~ ~I'~~~"/_:, .!~:.!G:-_.~:~~ &~~:;~~ 7~~1: [231. 

The mean value of)' for the ten tri\'alent met'lls is 21.8 
which is in reasonable agreement with the low temperature 
values of lanthanum and lutetium (24. 1 and 24.4. respectiye
ly). Although the \'alu es in Table IV vary from 17. 1 to 29. 1 
they should be considered to be approxin;ately constant in 
dew of the assumptions involved in this calculation. These 
results indicate that the large values of}' obtained from low 
temperature specific heat measurements for praseodymium 
neodymium, holmium, thulium and probably erbium ~re in-' 
correct and should be substantially lower. The y \'alues given 
in Table IV also support a band model which consists of over
lapping 6s and 5d bands containing three electrons and the 
absence of an overlapping 4f band. 

The}' value calculated by this technique for europium is 
in reasonable agreement with that of ytterbium, (see Table I) 
considering the DL'bye temperature used in the calculations 
was obtained from the Lindemann relationship . The}' value 
for europium, how c\·er . is approxima tely 50 per cent smaller 

• than the \'alue obtained from \'ery low temperature specific 
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heat data. (See Tables I and IV) But as for the other rare 
earth metals which have unpaired 4f electrons, there are 
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both nuclear and magnetic contributions to the low tempera
tur e specific heat which make it difficult to e\'aluate the elec
tronic contribution. It is felt that the value obtained from the 
room temperature specific heat data is the more reliable y 
yalue. 

5, HALL COEFFICIENTS 

Hall coefficients, which have been measured for most 
of the L are earth metals by Kevane, et al . r 25] and Anderson, 
et al. [26] could not be interpreted on the basis of a simple 
one l.2.nd mode l. r25,26] Kevane, et al. [25], however, were 
able to rE-2.sonably explain their result s in terms of the two 
b;l ':d l'wdel proposed by Sondheimer . [27] Sondheimer 
shOWed that the re diollShip bet,,:een the Hall coeficient RH , , 
811d the balance bet\\ een the number of electrons in the d band 
n d, and the holes in the s band, n 8 , taking part in conduction is 
gi\'en by 

1 
Ne 

n. - n (J.ld) 
d J.J . 

2 

(11) 

where ~ is ti1e number of atoms per unit volume, e the elec
tronic charge, J.ls and J.ld are the respective mobilities in 
the sand d bands . The relationship between nd and n. is 

nd = v - 2 + n. (12) 

where \" is the valence . By substituting Eqn. (12), the values 
of ~ and e and the e:q)erimental value of RH into Eqn. (11) 
we get a relationship between (/id I.us ) and n. , which is 
graphically illustrated in Fig. 2 for most of the metals. 
Kevane et al . [25] noted that if ratio of the mobilities of the 

, 
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RATIO OF lA08I L1TIES, jl.d Ijl.s 

Fig. 2. Relationship between the ratio of the mobilities 
and the number of holes in the s band of some of the rare 
earth metals as determined from the measured Hall coeffi
cients . 

d electrons to the s electrons was O. 1 or less, then the ob
sen-ed Hall cudiicients , whic h differed both in magnitude 
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Fig. 3. The atomic Hall coefficient per unit volume, 
NeR

h
, vs the nu "ber of holes In the s band for a mobility 

ratio of O. 1. 

and sig:1, coul accounted for by small changes in the nu m-
ber of holes j- s band for lanthanum, cerium, praseody-
mium, neody. " , gadolinium, dysprosium, erbium and 
yttrium. In al ~,e s the 65 (5s for yttrium) band was nearly 
full and the 5d (·id fo r yttrium) band contained slightly more 
than one electron. Gschneiclner and Smoluchowski r 3] re
examined the Hall coefficient data for cerium using the same 
model and concluded that the number of holes in the 6s band 
and electrons in the 5d band is insensitive to the choice of 
valence beh"'een 3 and 4 for either y or a-Ceo If the data of 
Anderson, et al. [26] for samarium, thulium, ytterbium 
and lutetium are analyzed in terms of the Sondheimer r27] 
model (noting that ytterbium has only 2 valence electrons) a 
conclusion similar to the drawn by Kevane et al. is made for 
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samarium, thulium and lutetium ( Fig. 2) . For ytterbium the 
Hall coefficient indicates 0.56 holes in the 6s band and this 
number of electrons in the 5d band, assuming the ratio of the 
mobilites to be 0.1. 

The relationship hetv;een the Hall coef .' "nt (or more 
precisely the atom ic Hall coefficient per l]u me, NeR H ) 

and the number of holes in the 6s (5s for 1) band for a 
mobility ratio of O. 1 is shown in Fig . 3 f( .: e rare eart h 
meta ls which have negative Hall coefficier Th is behavior 
is not at all unreasonable, in view of the pu: idOl S of the al
mos t straight lines shown in the bottom of FIg. 2. That is, 
the l:tr.,' 1' (more negative) the Hall coefficient the smaller 
the 1l\.1l1llJLl of positi\"e carrkrs eloles) in the f.s (or 5s) II nd. 

I). BAND* STRUCTURE OF THE KORl'vlAL TRIV.PIENT 
Rl\J-{E Ei'RTH .".lET AI S 

From the above data it should be possihle to construd 
a simple balld structure f<'I' the rare earth metals . The HaL 
coefficient clatl. suggest that the 6s band has approximately 
0. 01 hole, and the electronic spl.:'cific heat constant data sug
gest a density of states of about 2.0 states/eV/atom at the 
Fermi surface. A closer examination of these data (Fig. 4) 
show that the density of st.1.tes increases as the number of 
holes in the 6s band (and as the number of electrons in the 
5d band) increase. This is what one might c:\.-pect, but the 
a~n:t; ment shown in Fig. 4 is much better than one could pos
sibly hope [or . considering the assumptions made in deter -
m inina the densi tv of s ta tes values espec ia lly for magnetic '" . 
rare earth metals and in applying Sondheimer two band mode l 
to obtain the number of holes in the s band. It is also inter
estill" to note that there is no regular or systematic variation 

'" of the density of states or the number of holes in the s band 
for these me'tals as is observed for most of the physical , 

• When we ttlk :tbout a particular type band, suchas the 65, we re
ally mean a band which has s-like character, 

I 
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properties of these metals. Nor does n· ., seem to be any 
dependence on the spin, or the projection "): the spin on the 
lowest J state, or the orbital angular quantum number, or 
the total angular quantum number. 

From the data shown in Fig. 4, tl1e band structures of 
three representative rare earth metals, which have negative 
Hall coeffiCients , are shown in Fig. 5. Thulium, which has 
the lowes t density of states, has the smallest number of holes 
in the 6s band, and samarium, which has the largest density 
of states, has the largest number of holes in this band: The 
other metals, which have density of states values WhICh are 
intermediate behveen these hvo extremes, have band struc 
tures represented more or less by gadolinium. It is noted 
that if the band structures shown in Fig. 5 are correct, then , 
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Fig . 5. The simplified l)',nd structure of three of the 
i .ire earth netaJs which . ~". e negative Hall coefficients . 

the relative positions of the 6s and 5d bands with respec t to 
earh other must shift from one element to another . Further
more, it is concluded that there is no broad 4f band whic h 
overlaps the 65 and 5d bands; most ]"' "ly, the 4f elec trons 
occupy discrete levels, or ,'ery narrow one e lectron bands 
as proposed by ;"lott. [28] 

For the rare earth metals, whic h have positive Hall co
effiCients , the density of states are Significantly smalle r for 
a rorresponding number of holes in the 6s band (Fig. 4). Thus 
onL; would e:-q)ect the band structures of prase( rJym ium and 
neodymium to be slightly different from those shown in Fig. 
5, but the general conclusions mentioned above for the metals 
which ha,'e negative Hall coefficients are expected to apply 
to praseodymium and neodymium. Discussion of the band 
structure of y-Ce is deferred to section 7. 1. 

The band structures proposed here for the rare earth . 
. metals are in general agreement with the conclusions arrived 
a t ~y Rocher [29] in his analysis of the electronic and mag
n~hc properties of these metals , except for the metals cer
ium and ytterbium, which will be discussed later. 
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6. 1 G- ;> nd (3 - LANTHANUM. 

L,' n~hanum a t room temperature general~/ cons ists of 
a mixture of two allotropes , face-centered cubic 03-La) and 
he 8gonal (0- La), unless special precautions are taken to 
obt tin one or the other allotrope. The G- ,l transfor mation 
ocr 1rs on heating at about 5800 K (310 °C) and on cooling a t 
<.:uou t 4( )c K (220°C). The tn.nsformation on cooling 13 -G 

is sluggish and very seldom goes to completion. All of the 
expe rimental data, ',,'h ich were analyzed 1(1 det,:rn.ine the 
b; '1d structure of lanthanulll, are from s.lIl1P!cs v, hich COll 
tain both phases . Thus it is impossible to k:w\\' the correct 
,",l.lue of the cle r,s ity of states '.If eit.her (I ('1' . ,-1 i . It is, how 
ever, possible to determine The: (,(~!1S.i.lY , j -,;l;U03 vi v-La 
relative to /3-1a. This is ouLlllled below. 

Suhl and l\Iatthias [30] have given a l'l'lationship iJet\veen 
the density of states and the super conclucting transition tem
perature, Te , for a superconductor (e.g. lanthanum) con-
t ining some paramagnetic impurity ato ms (e.g. gadolinium) . 
Rewriting their Eqn. (29) as: 

dTe 

dc 
7T

2 
2 N (E) 

= - - J S (S + 1) ---
7 k 

(13) 

where c is the concentration of the param;1t,netic impurity in 
alo, J the exchange energy of the spin coupling between a 
paramagnetic ion and a conduction electron, S the spin of the 
paramagnetic ion and k the Boltzmann constant. Since J is 
quite difficult to evaluate , only an orde r uf magnitude value 
can be obtained for N (E). Bu t for Iantha nl! III the value of 
dT Idc is known for gadolinium impurities in both 0: and {3- La. 
Ii we make the reasonable assumption that J is identical for 
thes e two cases, then we see that the term (7T

2 !7k)J2 S (S + 1) 
is a constant, and that 

~(~~. = (~~'1o /(-~;'I (1 4) 
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where the subscripts a and {3 designate a- La and p- La res 
pectively. The yalue of (dT /dc)a is -4. 5c K per 1 a / o [31] 
and (dTs /dc)~ is -5. 10 K per 1 a/o [16] . Substituting these 
values into Eqn. (14) we find N(E)~ = 1. 13N(E)a, or in other 
words the density of states of p-La (face-centered cubic) is 
13 per c~ nt lao ",e r th 8.11 that of a-La (hexagonal) . 

G. 2 PREDIC'l lU~ OF HALL COEFFICIENTS. 

Th e Hall coefficients of terbium, holmium and scandium 
h:l\"(~ no t b e(;:,1 nl'~asured , however, it is possible to estimate 
t .ese \:' lues h'O!~1 thpir measured electlonic specific heat 
('»rstan"s. y. If tIl' density vi states , N(E). is c'11culated 
:rolll "( uy USillb Eqn. (3), '.i·e can de lLl' nine the nell} be l' of 
!l'J I"s in the s banel from Fig. 4, which in t"..lrn can be Llsed 

;lli.j ::c, n:~ ir,,,n Fit:. :3 . Cncc Yc·n, is k,1O\'::1 it :s ,e ~i:1ip le 

ill ll:t _. f .. L d,lL0 ' ~tL-,.., I.t. l.. .1 .......... 1,.. \ ;.. . ... ~' •• : iLllt , R ~1 ' -:-: . ( p_~l:"~licted 

• . • l,t(l . ., Ul tliL H,lU <,,"),lildullts 1m IlJlllS of volL-em 'amp-Oe) 
,[rte: 

Tb -0 . 11 x 10- 12 

Ho -1. 5 x 10 - 12 

Sc -0.32xl0-12 . 

It is interesting to note that as the final pages of this 
pape r were lJein; written an abstract [321 of a Russian pub 
lic:1tion 011 some transport and magnetic properties of scan
clium beca me :1\·ailable. This abstract [32] noted that scan
dium has :1 Hall coefficient of -0. 30 x 10 12 , which is in very 
guud agrcel1l~nt,l,'ith the predicted value. 

In a similar manner the Hall coefficient of 13 -La with re 
spect to Lhat of (i- La can be estimated from the r esult shown 
earlier that N(E)~ = 1. 13 N(E)a . It is found U1at (R H )~ 
~ O. 4 (RH)o, and since a sample containing a mixture of both 
(i and I:;-La phases had a RH value of -0 . 8 x 10 , 12. it is ob 
vious that the Hall coefficient of j3- La will be less negative 
than that of Q- La. 
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7. BAND STRUCTUp· ( F CERIUM 

Cerium metal has four a~ ;J ic modifications, two are 
face-centered cubic, one bod ~ " red cuuic and one hex-
a.gona l. The normal room te n.: :, tu re facl'-centered cubic 
form, y-Ce, and the hexagonal i, . . m, p-Ce , have been sug
gested to have a valence of 3. 05 [3] and presumably the high 
temperature body -centered cubic 6 -Ce has ;11so a s imilar 
\'alence . At low tt:lilperatures (-1 20 0 K anci 1 atm) or at high 
pressure (- - lJ and 298 c K) y- Ce form transforms to the 
second fac e !l'reel cubic modification, o-Ce, with a large 
contraction ' ,]u me (17 to 12 per cent depending on pres-
sure and h. .,u re). This large VOlUllH' change: ;'5 been 

5es ted Ll.' .,' to be due to the transfer uf the 4f elf. 'ron 
in ce rium to 1 ' · ~d band (see ref. 3 for a c()mplete re\· ~r. 
of tl'e pertinelll lilt r ature). Gschneidner alld Smoluc) 
[3] ha\'e concluded from thei r examination pf lhe phy :
prope rties of cerium and cerium-rich alloys that the 
of (i-Ce is 3.67 at 1 atm and 116 c K. Also ill support c. 

\'alence for Q-Ce are the calculations of Waber et al. [_'v 
If these values are correct or nearly so, \\'l' may ask our
selves what is the band picture for (i- and I'-Ce ? 

7. 1 y-CERIUM. 

In order to explain the \'alence of 3. Otl f()l' I'-Ce one might 
Sl1 5est that there is a 4f one elecLron b:llld which overlaps 
the 6s and 5d bands near the Fermi eneq!y . sllch that abou t 
0. 06 of a hole exists in the 4f band and that the magnitude 
of the density of states is still gO\' nrned by the Gd level. The 
order of magnitude of most of the observed physical propert
ies of the cerium does not rule out this muriel. It is difficult 
to determine the sign and order of magn itude of the Hall co
efficient on the basis of Uu'ee O\'erlapping b;lI\c]s since no 
mathematical solution has been proposed for Ihis model. In
fl'ared studies of y-Ce at 298 c K by Wilkins , et al. r 34] reo 
vealed a large absorption at 15. 5 microns , which they have 
not explained, and a number of minor peal,s at shorter wave 
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Fig. 6. Ba ~c1 strULt'1rC of y-Ce (a) and Ct-Ce (b) . 

lengths, , .... ltch ,rp !)l·l'b~l.bly ,lue to intra-atomic tr:msitiolls 
... ,,,, tho T - "/') I :",':;;'1 'st· ) multiplet to the J = 7 '2 mul
:'_'~'t. r351 TI~- :'\)0';0 r,1cc1p[ for cerium, 1.0,,\-e\·2r, is not 
~, ' \'le of ('~pl~c:'1i;16 this l:i. ::; ,u abs')rption peak. 

A noclel \',hich is capable f e"plaining this and most of 
the obsel'\'ed physical properties is shown in Fig. 6a. The 
15. 5, L absorption would be clue to the excitation of electrons 
from the narrow 4f single electron band to the 5d or 6s band 
at the Fermi le\-el. The wavelength at which this trans ition 
occurs, suggests that the 4f level lies 0.076 eV below the 
Fermi energy and the width of the transition suggests that 
the one electron 4f band is very narrow, about O. 02 e V wide. 
The height of the ';f band is not known, but it is assumed to 
be higher than the density of states \'alue obtained from the 
electronic specific heat constant of Q-Ce (see Section 7.2) . 
The Boltzmann distribution (e:-.:p DE/k T) indicates that at 
room temperature 0. 05 electrons are thermally exc ited to 
the 5d 6s band. This means that y-Ce has an effective val
ence of 3. 05, which is in very good agreement (better than 
one might ex-pect) with the \'alence proposed by Gschneidner 
and Smoluchowski [31 . Since these authors based their val
ence on the magnetic properties and the atomic size of y-Ce, 
these properties fit this model. Furthermore, since the 
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height of the 5d band at the Fermi level and the number of 
holes in the 6s band were derived from the specific heat and 
the Hall coefficient data, r espectively, these properties nat
Ul'ally are in agreement with this model. 

Rocher - [29] suggested that a virtual 4f bound state model 
could explain the behavior of cerium (presumably y-Ce) a t 
high temperatures . In order to ex-plain the high resistivity 
and the magnetic susceptibilities of cerium he proposed that 
cerium had a yery large density of states (implying <' partially 
occupied 4f band), which he believed was confirmf-l by the 
low temperature specifiC heat data of Parkinson " " H( berts . 
[ 36] This, I'.,;we\'er, leads to two difficulties: ' e lo.v 
t<:mperature specific heat data which yield alar . , lle 
are appropriate for Ct-Ce and not y-Ce* ~nd (2) t: . :se 
value of y gives a C~ contribution at 300 c K of 1. 2'_ .,' 'g-al 
dcg and Ie ,ds to a Debye temperature of 500

c
K, w1. (h is a 

factor of two to three times larger than those of any ()f the 
other rare earth metals . Furthermore, this model does not 
eX1)lain the l1rge infrared absorption at 15. 5fJ-. For these 
reasons it is felt that the virtual 4f bound state model does 
not apply to y-Ce, however, it may be a \ alid model for a-Ce 
(see below). 

Rocher [29] also pointed out that a large value of the 
density of states is required to eX1Jlain the magnetic contribu
tion to the resistivity and the high temperature magnetic sus
ceptibility of y-Ce . If this is correct, then this casts some 
doubt on the yalidity of the band model proposed herein for 
y-Ce . 

Rocher [29] gives a value of 70 fJ- ohm-cm for magneti c 
1 esistivity of cerium. This value is unreasonably large . Re
cent resistivity values for lanthanum vary from 57 to 80 J.l. 
ohm-cm [38, 39, 40] and for cerium from abou t 75 to 85 J.l. 
ohm-cm [38, 39J. If cerium had a magnetic resistivity of 
about 70 J.l. ohm-cm as suggested by Rocher, we would expect 
cerium to have a room temperature resistivity of 125 to 150 
fJ- ohm-cm (i .e . about 70 /-1- ohm-cm larger than that of 1a.n-

* At temperatures below 100' K ill of the y- Ce has transformed to 

Q-Ce. (371 
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thanum). F\u'thermore, since the residual resistivities of 
most of the l'1.re 'earth metals are about 511 ohm-cm, then 
for cerium almost all of the room temperature resistivity 
can be accounted for by only the residual and magneti c resis
tivities (i. e. 5 + 70 :: 75,u ohm-cm). For the rare earth me 
tals the thermal contribution to the resistivity is of the order 
of 50 /1 ohm-em. Thus, it appears that the magnetic contribu 
tion to the resistivity of cerium is much less than 70,u ohm 
cm, It is probably of the order of 5 to 20fl ohm- cm, which 
is in ;).s good ::l",reement as many of the other rare earth me
tals (s ... e T:lb le 5, p. 2·15 of Rod, r's article in Advances in 
Physics , ref. 29) . 

In til del' to exp lain the high t'?mpel'.lture m:cgnetic sus 
('cpliiJilit:; Rocher [20] used a odified for. 1 (If the Curie
\\' f;:' 15 S 1:1, 'V: 

c 
(15) \= 

- t7 P 

,\ hert: the \. yalues are the gram suscept~L .• es , C is the 
Curic.- Weiss constant, 8p the interactiull te mperature and 
Xp the temperature independent Pauli contribution to the mag
netic susceptibility. Rocher was abl e to exp lain the high 
temperature magnetic susceptibility by using values of -45c K 
[or (J ,2 x 10-6 emu Ig m for X p , 2. 40 Bohr magnetons fo r 
the magnetic moment (which is equal to 2,83 ,/CM, where M 
is the atomic weight), and 2500 cm- l for the separation of 
the J = 5/2 and J :: 7 / 2 le\'els of the 2 F J multiplet of cerium. 
Since the Pauli contribution to the susceptibility (which is als o 
directly proportional to the density of states) ,is about 2 1/2 
times larger than that of lanthanum, Rocher concluded tha t 
cerium has a hish density of states . Howe\-er, magnetic sus 
ceptibility data are not sensith'e enough to determine x.p very 
accurately. Arajs and Coh-in [1] have also analyzed the high 
temperature m:tgnetic SUSCEl)tibility of cerium and they ob 
;l.ined the following COnsi:J.Il[S: ti p = - 50:K, \.p :: 1. 00 X 10 - 6 

emu/gm, liB:: 2. 52 Bohr magnetons and 2129 cm - 1 for the 
separation of levels in the 2 F J multiplet. Furthermore, 
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Fig . 7. Plo t of CiT vs T2 of the very low temperature 
specific hea t of cerium. Although only two of Parkinson ' s , 
Simon's and Spedding's data points are shown in this plot, 
additional values at higher temperatures indicate that the 
straio-ht line pas ses through these two points as drawn. 
Loun;smaa ' s data were la.~en on two samples containing dif
ferent amounts of Ci and /3-Ce . 

they s tate: "It has been found that, besides the 4£- e lectron 
contribution to the total paramagnetis m of anyone of the r are 
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earth metals--except, possibly, europium--a small, approxi 
mately temperature-independent paramagnetic susceptibility 
of magnitude 1 x 10- 6 g - 1 cm2 [siC, same as emu/gm] ex
ists, and this originates from the conduction electrons . " 
From this it is seen that the magnetic susceptibility data of 
y-Ce do not require the density of states of y-Ce to be any 
larger than those of other rare earth metals . 

From the abo\'e discussion it is concluded that the ex
pe"i.llc:1113.1 rcsisth'ity and m:lL,:,'" susceptibili'y data are 
c01sistent with the band structure. ! aposed herein for y-Ce 
:'s shown in Fig . 6a. 

'i, '~ Q - CERIU\I. 

The 11on- integr:ll value proposed for the valence of Q- Ce . , 

I' " :, c' sts llJ It ;lhout 60 per cent 0' \'e 4f ele\ ')'ons no 
. ... , ,,,'C U Jy the I)l.e eit:cll'On -if band and are pl 11bably in 

; i .. nd . A b,u:d structure which would take this in 'ac-
).L'L l~) "h(J',l,n in Fig. 6b . In this model one wuuld e}"1Jec t 

high density of states (much larger th:ln 2.0 states/eV/atom) 
sine.; the Fermi level would lie slightly below the middle of 
the 4f band. An ex, mination and an analys is of the published 
low temperature specific heat data indicates that the density 
of states is indeed \'ery large. (Fig. 7) At low temperatures 
« lOOOK) cerium consists of a mixture of Q and ,3 phas es . 
Because of this, y \'alues, which were obtained as the inter
cepts of Uw straight lines in Fig . 7, were assumed to be equal 
to the weighted sum of the y value of each phase, i. e.: 

y=Wa Ya .,..(l - wa )Yj3 (16) 

where Wa is the faction of Q in the sample. The electronic 
spt2eific heat constant of ,3-Ce (y~) was assumed to be 18 
cal/g-at. deg 2

, the same as that of y-Ce . The data of 
Parkinson el al. [41] yield a value of 131 x 10- 4 cal/g-al 

.deg 2 for the electronic spec ific heat constant of Q-Ce; the 
data of Parkinson and Roberts [36] for their sample which 
had been cycled 50 times yield 200 x 10- 4

; and the data of 
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Lounas maa [10] yield a mean value of 138 x 10- 4 for his sam
ples I and II. The amounts of Ct and ~-Ce present in the firs t 
t..,,;o investigators' samples were not known and were estimat
ed on the basis of the results of Gschneidner, et al. [ 37]. 
From X-ray measurements Lounasmaa, however, did give 
estimates of the amounts of Ct and ~-Ce present in his sam
ple, and therefore, we fee l that his value for the electronic 
con~ta!1t of Q-Ce is the best available. By using Eqn. (3) a 
"alue of y = 138 x 10- 4 ) ielcls a density of states of 12.2 
stat's/eV/atom at the Fermi level of the 1/3 filled 4f one -
e' ,un band of !i-Ceo It is assumed since the band is only 
1 ; . '!t'd that the top of this band is greater than 12. 2. 

:,: he... 19h there is a large \'ariation in the y values es-
• .1 in the abo\'e manner , the important thing is 1 at they 

.11 extremely large . This variation may be due, not only 
'pprc-x i ,!1ations im'olYcd in estimating the quantities 

',d ,">Ce in Lte samples, but also to impurities which 
lange the electron concentration and thus the Fermi 

Any small change in the Fermi level would be C:Vec t
, J cause a large change in the density of states bu'ause 

ui the narrowness of the 4f band. 
With such a narrow band the high density of states of 

Q-Ce should be \'erv sensiti\'e to temperature and to impuri
ties. Indeed by uSi-ng the method of 1\.Iott [42], the degener 
acy temperature of this band is calculated to be 116°K, Alloy
ing studies wou ld be very re\'ealing if one could prevent the 
)-Ce from forming upon cooling. Indeed it would be desirable 
if one could obtain pure Q-Ce to measure the physical proper 
ties of it at low temperatures . 

When y-Ce transforms to Q-Ce it not only undergoes a 
large \'olume contraction, but also a large decrease in the 
electrica l r es istivity (from 70 JL ohm-cm to 30 J.l ohm-cm). 
This decrease in resistidty can be crudely accounted for by 
the increase in the number of conduction electrons (by about 
2/ 3 of an electron per atom) and the decrease in the number 
of 4f electrons (by abou t 2/3 of an electron per atom), which 
give rise to the magnetic contribution to the resistivity. In
terband scattering (s-f and d-f) would be e:-.-,pected to cause 
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an increase in the resistivity of Cc-Ce (this contribution is 
ze ro in y - Ce because the .1£ le\-el is essentially filled) . We 
can roughly estimate the decrease in the rLs istiYity of the 
first t'.';O contributions mentioned aboye . The resisti\-ity of 
the tetravalent metals tita.nium, zirconium, hafnium and 
thorium range from 18 to 43 Jl ohm-cm. [43] Assuming 
a mean value of 60 Jl ohm-cm for a nor1'al triyalent rare 
earth metal with no 4f electruns*, ~- ld a mean value of 30 
11 ohm-em for the tetravalent met3.ls, we would e:-'l)ec t a de 
crease in resistivity of 30 Jl ohm-cOl for a metal which has 
un"i rgone a -valence ch~n~e from three to. four . :rhe magne~
ic C )llt ribution to resistiv1ty of a Lletal \nth ene 'if electron 1S 
about 6 It ohm-cm [ 44 ]. Since in the case of the cerium 
tr,lJ1sfol'matiol1 ,,-bout :) -'3 of the 4f electron gc:t.:s into the 5d 
6s band, we would e)"-pect a resistivity decrea::.e of about 25 
It ohm-cm (2/3 times 30 + 6). This is 51) ~:c'.\ hat smaller 
·lilJ.I1 the -10 1 ohm-cm clnnt,"e obsen-cd . 1. "I t it is still :>..bout 
tile ri ,ht Ol.'rll;l' of magnitud8 to ~cccount fur t}-is ch211ge c.on
sidering the pproximations made. L O~l this it would appear 
lhat the s-f and d-f interband scattering contribution to the 
resistivity is quite low and perhaps negligible . 

It sh~uld be noted that Rocher's \-irtual 4f bound state 
model [29] appears to apply to Q-Ce, and it may be consider 
<:d to be an alternate approac h to the Ul:derstanding of the 
behavior of this phase . 

8. BAND STRUC l'URE OF EUROPIU.l A::--.D YTTERBIU11 

8. 1 EUROPIU11 

Europium has only two valence electrons available. These 
two electrons could easily fill the 6s band, and if there were 
no o\"erlapping 5d band europium would either be a semicon
ductor or an insulator and the density of states would be zero. 

* Resistivities of scandium, yttrium and lanthanum vary from 57 to 

b7 I-' ohm-em. 
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But since europium is a good conductor and it 11:1S appreciable 
electronic specific heat constant, there must be an overlapp
ing 5d le\"el. The magnitude of the electronic specific heat 
constant (8. 83) suggests that the density of states is governed 
by the Fermi le\"el in the 5d band rather than the 6s band. * 
In all probability there are about L 5 electrons in the 6s band 
and O. 5 in the 5d band, \"ery much like the band structure 
of ytterbium ',i hich is shown in Fig. 8a (ignoring the differ 
ences in the crystal structures of these two metals). Hall 
coefficient measurements on eur pium would be extremely 
useful. 

* In metals, v. . .ieh are thought to 
specific heat cons tant h3.s never been 
cal /g-at. deg' (see data given in ref. 

ly s-bands, the electronic 
be greater than 3.0 x 10 -' 
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8. 2 YTTERBIUM. 

The clecu:onic specific heat constant and Hall coefficient 
f~r ytterbium s.uggest the band structure shown in Fig. 8a, 
\\ here the denslty of states at the Fermi level is O. 78 states/ 
eV/atom and the 5d band has O. 56 electrons (and conversely 
the 6s band has O. 56 holes). 

~ridgJ~1an [45], Stager and Drickamer [46], Hall and 
i'.lernll r'~ I] and Souers and Jura [ 48] have found that as 
pressure 1S applied ytterbium slowly \ hanges from a good 
coneludo~ to a poor conductor to a semi~onductor , and finally 
Ht 39 kb It abruptly ch"n6 es back t.o a good conductor. The 
proposed 11~1ncl structures for these behaviors is Ce ' ), 1 ; _ \:'igs. 
8a through GcI . T'1e band 5 ructure of face- centc reel 
ytterbium at atmospheric l,l'cssure is shown in Fig. 
1' •. ' tire ';j • ~ plied t' l,nds shift with r'''pect to 

;,5 1S shown in F·g. Sb . Tlwn as more pres jUl'e i:o 

. .s 
.er 

the bands conti ue to shift and finally a gap is forn en 
~1e completdy filled Gs and the empty 5d band (Fig. : 
ll1g nsc to the semiconductir g properties of ytterbi ' e 
energy gap, as me.asured on impure (as semiconductol . e 
concerned) ytterbium by Souers and Jura r 48 ]' is about 0. 85 
eV. As the pressure is increased to 39 leb, the resistance 
suddenly decreases by a fac tor 10 to 13 and ylterbium is now 
a better conductor than it was at atmospheric pressu re . Hall's 
a~ld 1\ler1'111 's data [47] show that face-centered cubic ytte r
blUm transforms to body-centered cubic ytterbium at this 
pressure , with about a change in the metallic radius from 
1. .81 to 1. 74A. 1\!cWhan and Jayaraman [ 49 ] ha' e shown that 
tlns change III the metallic radii is almos t entirely accounted 
for by the change in coordination (the discrepancy of O. OlA 
c;n, easily ,be accounted for by e.xperimental erro r) . On the 
o. "IS of tlllS ev idence we sugges t that the band structure of 
b{ l.y-c~nt.ered cubic ytterbium at pressures greater than 39 
kb IS. sl1mbr to tlnt shown in Fig. 8d. Hall coefficients and 
poss1bly magnetic susceptibility measurements of high pres
sures would be extremely useful in confirming this model. 
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Rocher [ 29 ] suggested that the 39 kb transformation* 
in ytterbium was due to the transition of about one half of a 
4f electron per atom to the valence band. He was able to 
correlate the data, which were available at that time, in 
terms of a virtual '1f bound state model with a partially occu
pied one electron 4f level. More recent X-ray studies of 
Hall and Merr ill [ 47 1 and the subsequent interpretation of 
their atomic size data by McWhan and J ayaraman [ 49] l'ave 
shown that yttel'b'l.lm undergoes a crystal structure change, 
but no valence change at 39 kb. I3eC'lus e of this it would ap
pr r that the virtual 4f bound state model is no t applicable 
to yLterbiul11 at h 'gh pressures. ' 

9. CONCLUSION 

Ihe above band models proposed for the 1 are earth l11ct8!S 

are greatly Simplified and it is amazing that the high tem
perclture specifiC heat and Hall coefficient data give such con
sistent results . The bigges t disappointment is that very low 
temperature specifiC heat data, except for the non- magnetic 
metals , do no t seem to yield any reliable :~t.a concerning the 
band structures of these metals . 

Before yery high purity rare earth metals (99: 99 + a/,o 

pure with respect to all impurities) become available to make 
direct Fermi surface measurements, there are a number of 
care f ' xperiments that can be performed on these metals , 
whit ) luld give us some re liable data on theil' band struc-
tur ow temperature elastic constant measurements on 
sin ys tais would yield an independent method for deter-
mil J: Debye temper ature and thus the laUice contribu-
tion ,2 specific heat. Specific heat measurements a t ver y 

• h"chc l' used G5 \,b for this trans ition in his paper. This larger 
valu~ is t. .Ken from Bridgman [45 J, II.' c h was the only value available 
to Rocher at that lime . Bridgman's transition pressure is high because. 
(1) his ytterbium was probably not as pure as that available to late r in
vestigators [ 16, 47, and 48J, and (2) his pressure scale was too high 
compared to 'he presently acceptable pressure scale. 
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low tcmperatures on even-even rare earth isotopes (thus e 
liminating nuclear contributions to tl1e specific heat) and a t 
very high magnetic fields of the order of 100 000 to 1 000 000 , " 
gauss (which would hopefully saturate tl1e magnetic spins and 
eliminate the magnetic contribution to :Jw specific heat) would 
be quite informative . This laUer e::-'1) ( dment, however, might 
be quite difficult to achieve in the nL'.1r future . Hall coeffi
cicnt measurements on the remaining rare earth metals need 
to be nl'1de to complcte the picture. Extension of Hall coeffi
ci0nt measuremcnts to all tl1e 111011.1s at high prcssures would 
also be YLry interesting. Spectral stucliLs of these metals 
would 'llso be desirable to soe if any othel' 11': sitions similar 
to ('[ l'ium c'xist. * 
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